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Abstract 17 

The Denver Metro/Northern Front Range area has been designated a Severe nonattainment area 18 
for O3. Previous research associated with the 2014 FRAPPÉ field campaign and a 2017 O3 19 
source apportionment modeling analysis point to north-south gradients in oil and gas (O&G) 20 
impacts on O3, with greater contributions to the north and a dominance of mobile sources to the 21 
south. Recent analysis of AIRS satellite methane enhancement and ethane trends in the area 22 
show ~50% and ~70% reductions in methane and ethane, respectively, from 2013-2020. These 23 
are consistent with reductions in O&G VOC emissions estimated in the most recent O3 State 24 
Implementation Plan but inconsistent with a timeline of top-down methane flux estimates for 25 
limited periods from 2012-2021. Reductions in annual fourth maximum eight-hour O3 26 
concentrations from 2012 to 2019 are 5 ppb greater at Fort Collins West (FTCW) to the north 27 
than at Chatfield Reservoir to the south. Bayesian correlation analyses and partial correlations 28 
between FTCW O3 and ethane conditioned for OMI tropospheric NO2 suggest that most of the 9-29 
ppb reduction here is due to declines in O&G emissions, and 9 ppb is comparable to estimated 30 
O&G VOC contributions on high-concentration days in the northern portion of the study area. 31 
The gradient in trends suggests that significant O&G emissions reductions have benefited 32 
locations in the central and northern portions of the nonattainment area. Monitor footprint 33 
modeling helps to explain the relative influence of the O&G emissions at key sites. 34 

1 Introduction 35 

Using surface and satellite measurements, results from air quality field campaigns and studies, 36 
emissions inventories, and monitor footprint modeling, this study considers evidence for declines 37 
in O3 associated with reductions in O&G emissions. It represents a simple synthesis of empirical 38 
data and existing information to track progress in reducing O3 associated with emissions from 39 
O&G sources. Given the abundance of complex research on O3 for this region, this synthesis 40 
may serve as a more accessible indicator for policy makers assessing recent progress and 41 
possibly as a starting point for future research as well. Two major 2014 summer field campaigns, 42 
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and State of Colorado Front Range Air 43 
Pollution and Photochemistry Éxperiment (FRAPPÉ) and the National Aeronautics and Space 44 
Administration (NASA) Deriving Information on Surface conditions from Column and 45 
Vertically Resolved Observations Relevant to Air Quality study (DISCOVER-AQ) were 46 
conducted simultaneously in northern Colorado and are key to our understanding of patterns in 47 
summer O3 photochemistry and transport (Flocke et al., 2020; Crawford and Pickering, 2014).  48 

The Denver Metro/North Front Range (DM/NFR) region of northern Colorado is classified as a 49 
Severe and Moderate nonattainment area (NAA) for the 2008 and 2015 O3 National Ambient Air 50 
Quality Standards (NAAQS) of 75 ppb and 70 ppb, respectively (links to Federal Register 51 
announcements for 2022 reclassifications are provided in the Open Research section). 52 
Compliance with these standards is measured by the three-year average of the annual fourth 53 
maximum daily eight-hour average (DMAX8). The three-year average is referred to as the 54 
design value. Attainment of these standards is challenging because the DM/NFR contains a large 55 
metropolitan area with diverse urban sources of O3 precursors as well as the Wattenberg Field 56 
O&G resource area. The Wattenberg Field, which has the densest concentration of O&G 57 
extraction facilities within the wider Denver Julesburg Basin (DJ Basin), is the top O&G 58 
production area in Colorado and one of the most productive in the US. In addition, estimated 59 
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2017 background O3 transported into Colorado on high-concentration days accounted for 73%-60 
77% (52 ppb to 55 ppb) of DMAX8 at FTCW, RFLAT, NREL, and CHAT (Ramboll Environ 61 
and Alpine Geophysics, LLC., 2017). This high background contribution creates a significant 62 
challenge for local and state air quality regulators since the fraction of total O3 contributed by 63 
sources within the DM/NFR is small. Reddy and Taylor (2022) briefly summarize the history of 64 
VOC emissions reduction measures implemented for O&G sources in the area. 65 

As of 2020, nine monitors in the DM/NFR were out of compliance with the 2015 NAAQS for O3 66 
(Regional Air Quality Council, 2022). The focus of this paper is on O3 at five high-concentration 67 
sites, Fort Collins West (FTCW), Rocky Flats North (RFLAT), the National Renewable Energy 68 
Laboratory (NREL), Chatfield Reservoir (CHAT), and the Weld County Tower (WCT) located 69 
in the Wattenberg Field O&G resource area north of Denver. Site locations and the boundaries of 70 
the NAA are plotted in Figure 2. The 2020 design values at FTCW, WCT, RFLAT, NREL, and 71 
CHAT were 75 ppb, 70 ppb, 79, ppb, 80 ppb, and 81 ppb, respectively (Regional Air Quality 72 
Council, 2022). 73 

All of the sites except WCT are high-concentration sites classified as urban scale or 74 
representative of an area of 4 to 50 km in size (Colorado Department of Public Health and 75 
Environment Air Pollution Control Division, 2022a). WCT is a high-concentration neighborhood 76 
scale monitor, which means it is representative of an area 0.5 to 4 km in scale. The other four 77 
high-concentration sites are downwind of precursor source areas, and O3 production has had time 78 
to increase concentrations on route to the monitors under thermally-driven upslope flow (Pfister 79 
et al., 2019). This flow regime is the typical transport condition on high-concentration days 80 
(Flocke et al., 2020; Pfister and Flocke, et al., 2017; Reddy and Pfister, 2016). 81 

Pfister and Flocke et al. (2017) indicate that mobile and O&G sources are the largest contributors 82 
to local summer O3 in 2014, each contributing 30-40% to the fraction associated with DM/NFR 83 
emissions on high-O3 days. Both O&G and mobile sources appear to contribute 6-10 ppb to 84 
average DMAX8. They indicate that O&G sources have a greater influence in the northern 85 
portions of the DM/NFR while mobile sources have a greater influence in the southern section 86 
which includes Denver. Based on a 2011 modeling and meteorology framework and 2017 87 
emissions, Ramboll Environ and Alpine Geophysics, LLC. (2017) show a pronounced north-88 
south gradient in O&G contributions to DMAX8. O&G contributions peak at 7.0 ppb at WCT 89 
and are only 1.7 ppb at CHAT in the southern section of the NAA. These are the average 90 
contributions for the 10 highest modeled days at each site. McDuffie et al. (2017) conclude that 91 
O&G volatile organic compounds (VOC) could account for 6 ppb of O3 on photochemically 92 
active days, based on modeling and trace gas measurements collected at the Boulder 93 
Atmospheric Observatory tower (BAO) in July and August of 2012. The BAO is within the 94 
Wattenberg Field and in what I will refer to as the northern portion of the NAA (see Figure 2). 95 
Based on these studies, reductions in O&G emissions would be expected to result in greater 96 
reductions in O3 to the north. On high concentration days in the northern portion of the NAA, we 97 
could expect ~6-10 ppb of O3 production from O&G sources in the 2012-2017 timeframe. 98 

Using surface measurements and data from the NASA Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) 99 
instrument, Reddy and Taylor (2022) found 55% and 73% reductions in local methane 100 
enhancement (over background) and ethane, respectively, from 2013-2020. They concluded that 101 
ethane measurements at the Platteville site in the Wattenberg Field are representative for this 102 
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O&G field and that ~70% of area methane was from O&G sources in 2012. Lyu et al. (2021) 103 
show that ethane and non-methane hydrocarbons at Platteville are largely from O&G sources 104 
from 2013-2016. The study area defined by Reddy and Taylor (2022) is a grid cell that includes 105 
most of the emissions sources in the NAA, Denver, Boulder, Greeley and much of the 106 
Wattenberg Field; and they refer to it as the Denver-Denver Julesburg Basin (DDJB). They 107 
attributed these reductions to state emissions control regulations for O&G VOC sources as well 108 
as voluntary changes made by the O&G industry. These reductions occurred even though oil 109 
production increased by 343% and gas production by 297% from 2012-2020. In contrast, when 110 
the results from several short-term, top-down methane flux studies for the DJ Basin are 111 
considered on a timeline, they show a slight declining trend from 2012-2021 (Petron et al., 2014; 112 
Peischl et al., 2018; Cusworth et al., 2022; Fried et al., 2022; Riddick et al., 2022). Possible 113 
reasons for discrepancies in methane trends will be discussed. 114 

If there has been a ~70% reduction in O&G VOC emissions between 2013 and 2019, then we 115 
would expect to see reductions in peak O3, especially in those areas in the NAA where O3 116 
contributions from O&G emissions are high. The analysis presented here explores patterns and 117 
trends in annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 to see if there have been decreases consistent with 118 
changes in O&G emissions and to differentiate the influences of VOCs and NOx using partial 119 
correlations and Bayesian correlation metrics. Platteville morning ethane is used as a surrogate or 120 
tracer for O&G VOCs. 121 

2 Data Sources and Methods 122 

2.1 Data Sources 123 

NASA AIRS satellite-derived annual DDJB methane enhancement data for June-August 2011-124 
2020 and median annual Platteville ethane for 2012-2020 were acquired from a data repository 125 
(Reddy and Taylor, 2022b) created in support of the paper by Reddy and Taylor (2022). In the 126 
current study these are compared with annual fourth maximum O3 and O&G VOC emissions 127 
estimates to determine if decreases in O&G VOC emissions are reflected in O3 trends. They used 128 
June through August AIRS Version 7 retrievals for the 700 hPa level for 2003-2020 (Goddard 129 
Earth Sciences Data and Information Services, 2019) for a grid cell that includes much of the O3 130 
precursor source area within the DM/NFR. The grid cell is 1° by 1° and centered on 40°N and 131 
105°W. AIRS methane data are available on the NASA Giovanni site. Enhancements above 132 
background were calculated by subtracting June-August mean methane from the NOAA Global 133 
Monitoring Laboratory (GML) Niwot Ridge (NWR) high-altitude background site 134 
(Dlugokencky, 2021). NWR is at 40.05°N, 105.59°W, and 3,523 m above sea level (MSL). The 135 
derivation of the AIRS DDJB methane enhancement which is based on the 700 hPa level product 136 
is described fully by Reddy and Taylor (2022), and they conclude that it is proportional to and 137 
representative of methane within the summer boundary layer.  138 

The Platteville monitor is at 40.21°N, 104.82°W, and 1,469 m MSL (see Figure 2), and the 139 
rationale for using annual median Platteville ethane is described in detail by Reddy and Taylor 140 
(2022). Three-hour samples of VOCs and ethane were collected at Platteville from 6 to 9 a.m. 141 
every six days with full years of data collection beginning in 2012. Annual estimated emissions 142 
data for O&G VOCs in the NAA for years beginning in 2011 were obtained from a 2022 O3 143 
State Implementation Plan (SIP) technical support document (Colorado Department of Public 144 
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Health and Environment Air Pollution Control Division, 2022b). Estimates of O&G, on-road 145 
mobile (OR), non-road mobile (NR), and electric generating unit (EGU) contributions to O3 in 146 
the NAA were taken from Ramboll Environ and Alpine Geophysics, LLC. (2017) and the online 147 
local source apportionment tool based on their work (see Open Research and  148 
Acknowledgements sections). They used 2017 emissions to model source contributions to 149 
DMAX8 on the top 10 modeled days in 2011 at FTCW, WCT, RFLAT, NREL, and CHAT. 150 

Annual fourth maximum and DMAX8 O3 concentrations were obtained from the Environmental 151 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 152 
(CDPHE). These were used to track trends and relationships with other variables from 2010-153 
2019. Data for the year 2020 was not used because of frequent wildfire smoke (Albores et al., 154 
2023; Flynn et al., 2021). Data were acquired for the FTCW, WCT, RFLAT, NREL, and CHAT 155 
sites. FTCW is 1,571 m above sea level (MSL) at 40.59°N, 105.14°W; WCT is 1,484 m MSL at 156 
40.39°N, 104.74°W; RFLAT is 1,802 m MSL at 39.91°N, 105.19°W; NREL is 1,832 m MSL at 157 
39.74°N, 105.18°W; and CHAT is 1,676 m MSL at 39.53°N 105.07°W. The annual fourth 158 
maximum DMAX8 used here are based on rankings after removal of events flagged for wildfire 159 
smoke or stratospheric intrusions of O3. The recalculated values are more likely to track with 160 
changes in local emissions. 161 

To test for the effects of meteorology on trends in O3, June-August mean 500 hPa heights were 162 
acquired from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis for a 2.5° 163 
by 2.5° grid cell centered on 40°N 105°W which contains the DM/NFR. The NCEP Reanalysis 164 
meteorological data product is described by Kalnay et al. (1996). Reddy and Pfister (2016) found 165 
that July monthly mean surface O3 concentrations in the DM/NFR are strongly correlated with 166 
July 500 hPa heights. Reddy et al. (2020) subsequently used annual fourth maximum 167 
concentrations that are strongly correlated with mean June-August 500 hPa to correct trends in 168 
fourth maximum concentrations.  169 

Both NOx and VOCs are key O3 precursors. Each needs to be considered to assess the possible 170 
effects of decreases in O&G VOC emissions. Pfister et al. (2019) determined that carbon 171 
monoxide and methane contribute ~2 ppb and ~1 ppb of O3 in the area, respectively, with the 172 
highest contributions in the mountains to the west. Tracking trends in the complex of factors 173 
governing carbon monoxide and methane contributions as well as other primary and secondary 174 
precursors is beyond the scope of this study. Previous studies show that OMI NO2 can be used in 175 
assessments of surface O3 and that OMI tropospheric NO2 correlates well with surface NO2 176 
(Vazquez Santiago et al., 2021; Paraschiv et al., 2017). Tropospheric NO2 has a lifetime of 2-5 177 
hours in the summer and 12-24 hours in the winter, and as a result it is well-correlated with local 178 
emissions (Goldberg et al., 2021). 179 

Annual average satellite-derived tropospheric NO2 data from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument 180 
(OMI) were obtained for the DM/NFR region from the NASA Giovanni website for 2012 and 181 
2019. These were used for the maps in Figure 3 and 4. Level-3 daily data for 0.25° by 0.25° grid 182 
cells for 2010-2019 were also acquired from the Giovanni website for O&G and Urban NO2 183 
zones. The O&G zone has southwest coordinates of 40°N and 105.25°W and northeast 184 
coordinates of 40.75°N and 104.5°W. The Urban zone has southwest coordinates of 39.5°N and 185 
105.25°W and northeast coordinates of 40°N and 104.75°W. Annual averages were computed 186 
from daily data, and only values above zero were retained. Annual OMI NO2 were used to 187 
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represent NOx and to test for its effects on O3. The OMI NO2 data are described by Krotkov et al. 188 
(2019) and Krotkov et al. (2017). Satellite overflights occur ~13:30 LST. Annual average surface 189 
concentrations for NO2 were also acquired from CDPHE and the EPA for CAMP (at 1,593 m 190 
MSL and 39.75° N, 104.99°W) and Welby (at 1,554 m MSL and 39.84°N, 104.95°W) to 191 
compare with OMI NO2 and verify percent changes in NO2 from 2012-2019. Site locations are 192 
shown in Figure 3.  193 

Monitor footprints showing relative spatial contributions of areas upwind at FTCW, WCT, 194 
RFLAT, and CHAT were developed using NOAA hybrid single-particle Lagrangian integrated 195 
trajectory (HYSPLIT) back trajectories (Rolph et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2015) and generated 196 
online with EDAS 40 km meteorology (arrival heights of 100 m), using a methodology outlined 197 
by Reddy and Pfister (2016). Footprints are based on the densities of 24-hour back trajectory 198 
points for each hour contributing to the maximum 8-hour concentrations for the four highest days 199 
in 2016 and 2017 (after removal of days flagged for possible influences from smoke or 200 
stratospheric intrusions). Point counts were calculated and contoured for 0.1° by 0.1° cells. 201 

2.2 Bayesian Correlation Analysis 202 

This assessment of the effects of O&G VOC emissions reductions on O3 relies heavily on 203 
correlation analyses. Within the classic or “frequentist” framework of correlation analysis, the 204 
strength and significance of a correlation are tested with the correlation coefficient and p, and a 205 
correlation is considered statistically significant if p is ≤ 0.05. The p value does not yield 206 
information about the probability that the study hypothesis is true. It simply represents the 207 
probability of finding a correlation value at least as extreme in random sampling of data where 208 
the true correlation is zero (Nuzzo, 2017). In addition, classic correlation does not provide an 209 
estimate of the probability that a study hypothesis is true (Nuzzo, 2017). It is also possible to 210 
have a high correlation and low p that misrepresent the actual strength of the evidence. See, for 211 
example the correlation of 0.73 between NREL annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 and 212 
Platteville ethane in Table 1 in Section 3.4. Based on Bayesian methods, this correlation has a 213 
relatively low probability of proving an interrelationship between these two variables since the 214 
probability is only 2.6 times higher than the null hypothesis. To address this potential 215 
insufficiency in standard null hypothesis significance testing, I generated Bayesian correlation 216 
factors using the JASP open-source software package (Kelter, 2020; Nuzzo, 2017). These factors 217 
provide a robust statistical measure of the strength of the evidence supporting the study 218 
hypotheses and give the investigator much more information than the Pearson correlation and p 219 
to choose between potentially competing hypotheses (Kass and Raftery, 1995). 220 

The Pearson correlation coefficients in classic and Bayesian analyses are identical. The strength 221 
of the evidence under Bayesian analysis, however, is represented by the Bayesian correlation 222 
factor BF10 (Kelter, 2020; Ruiz-Ruano García and López Puga, 2018; Nuzzo, 2017) or the Vovk-223 
Sellke maximum p-ratio (VS-MPR) (Sellke et al., 2001). These metrics provide an indication of 224 
how much more likely the study hypothesis is than the null hypothesis. The use of VS-MPR 225 
leads to more accurate decisions about hypotheses than p alone, and BF10 is more accurate than 226 
VS-MPR (Ruiz-Ruano García and López Puga, 2018). VS-MPR is an indicator of the maximum 227 
possible odds or the upper bound of the Bayes factor. A BF10 of 0.33 to 1.00 is considered 228 
anecdotal evidence that the null hypothesis is true. A BF10 of 1 to 3 signifies anecdotal evidence 229 
in support of the study hypothesis, 3 to 10 signifies substantial evidence, 10 to 30 strong 230 
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evidence, 30 to 100 very strong evidence, and higher than 100 signifies decisive evidence (Ruiz-231 
Ruano García and López Puga, 2018; Kelter, 2020). Partial correlations and partial regressions 232 
were also used in this study to isolate the impacts of VOCs (as represented by ethane) and NOx 233 
(as represented by OMI NO2). JASP generates VS-MPR values for partial correlations. 234 

Bayesian analysis considers prior and posterior knowledge about the relationships between 235 
variables and allows the investigator to factor in prior knowledge of possible interrelationships 236 
and effects based on the results of previous research. Patterns and effects identified in a current 237 
analysis of variable pairs cannot be considered prior knowledge. The default setting in JASP is 238 
that there is no prior information about the interrelationships considered. In this case, under the 239 
prior condition, any correlation coefficient between -1 and 1 is considered equally likely (Nuzzo, 240 
2017). Using information from previous research studies, it is possible to set as prior conditions 241 
the knowledge that correlations will be either all positive or all negative. The default setting is 242 
used in this study, unless otherwise stated. 243 

3 Results and Discussion 244 

3.1. Relationships between AIRS DDJB Methane Enhancements, Platteville Ethane, and 245 
Ozone SIP Oil and Gas VOC Emissions 246 

There is a surprising consistency between trends in O3 SIP O&G VOC emissions, Platteville 247 
median ethane, and the AIRS satellite-derived methane enhancement for the entire DDJB. Figure 248 
1 below shows linear regressions for SIP O&G VOC emissions (2011-2020) and Platteville 249 
median ethane (2012-2020) versus DDJB methane enhancement. The R2 values are 0.77 for 250 
emissions and 0.93 for ethane. Each intercepts the x-axis (at zero emissions and ethane) at a 251 
DDJB methane enhancement value that is ~30% of 2012 methane. This is consistent with the 252 
estimate of 25% for non-O&G methane in the area in 2012 (Petron et al., 2014). O&G activities 253 
are the predominant source for ethane in the region (as reported in the literature and summarized 254 
by Reddy and Taylor, 2022). Trends in the emissions inventory provide evidence for the cause of 255 
trends in both ethane and methane. The BF10 is 44 for emissions versus methane enhancement 256 
and 146 for emissions versus ethane. This means that these interrelationships are 44 and 146 257 
times more likely, with strong and decisive evidence, respectively, than no connection at all. The 258 
correlation between DDJB methane enhancement and Platteville median ethane is 0.96 (Reddy 259 
and Taylor, 2022), and this has a BF10 of 465. This increases to 931 if we factor in the prior 260 
knowledge that ethane and methane in the DM/NFR are primarily from O&G sources and must 261 
be positively correlated. This signifies decisive evidence for a linear connection between the two. 262 
It is reasonable to use Platteville ethane as a tracer for O&G VOCs. 263 

3.2 Monitor Footprints Based on HYSPLIT 264 

Monitor footprints were calculated for FTCW, WCT, RFLAT, and CHAT using HYSPLIT back 265 
trajectory point counts for 24-hour back trajectories for each hour contributing to the maximum 266 
8-hour concentrations for the four highest days in 2016 and 2017. Trajectory point counts were 267 
calculated from aggregated HYSPLIT output data for 0.1° by 0.1° cells and then contoured. 268 
Counts above 10 per cell are shown in Figure 2. Both FTCW and WCT have strong influences 269 
from the O&G fields on maximum concentration days. RFLAT has both O&G and urban area 270 
influences. The CHAT source area is primary urban in nature. FTCW, RFLAT, and CHAT show 271 
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the influences of summer daytime thermally-driven upslope flow towards higher terrain (as 272 
described by Toth and Johnson, 1985), and this flow regime is associated with high O3 events 273 
(Flocke et al., 2020; Pfister and Reddy et al. 2017; Reddy and Pfister, 2016). The FTCW, 274 
RFLAT, and CHAT footprints are nearly identical to those calculated for 2006-2008 by Reddy 275 
and Pfister (2016). 276 

 277 

Figure 1. Linear regressions for O&G VOC emissions estimates (2011-2020) and Platteville 278 
median ethane (2012-2020) versus AIRS satellite-derived DDJB methane enhancement. 279 

Pfister et al. (2019) indicate that their 2014 FRAPPÉ O&G photochemistry study area which 280 
includes the Wattenburg Field east of BAO and the Greeley area has the highest net O3 281 
production rates in the DM/NFR. Higher VOC emissions here lead to a higher abundance of 282 
peroxyl radicals which ultimately lead to NO2, and this can be photolyzed to create O3. The 283 
monitor footprints show that this area is a significant source region for maximum O3 284 
concentration events at FTCW, WCT, and RFLAT. Pfister and Flocke et al. (2017) and Pfister et 285 
al. (2019) also conclude that the O&G area and Fort Collins are closer to being NOx sensitive for 286 
O3, while the City study area which includes CHAT and NREL is closer to being VOC sensitive. 287 

3.3 Local OMI Tropospheric NO2 288 

Annual average column OMI tropospheric NO2 for the study area is shown for 2012 and 2019 in 289 
Figure 3. NO2 in molecules per cm2 has been gridded into 0.25° by 0.25° cells by NASA. Figure 290 
4 shows the percent change in each grid from 2012 to 2019. These are decreases in all cases. 291 
OMI NO2 shows a 29% decrease in the cell where the CDPHE CAMP and Welby monitors are 292 
located. Annual average NO2 measured at the CAMP monitor decreased 24% during this period, 293 
and at the Welby monitor NO2 decreased by 12%, based on simple differences from 2012-2019.  294 

The footprint outlines for FTCW and CHAT were used to specify an O&G region and an Urban 295 
region, respectively, for OMI NO2. These regions are outlined in green in Figure 4b. Annual 296 
average OMI tropospheric NO2 for 2010-2019 for these zones was used in the correlation and 297 
regression analyses discussed in Section 3.4. The Pearson correlation between OMI tropospheric 298 
NO2 for the Urban region and annual NO2 at CAMP for 2012-2019 is 0.88 with a BF10 of 12.7, 299 
showing good agreement between the two and strong evidence that Urban zone OMI NO2 tracks 300 
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with NO2 in downtown Denver during the period used to evaluate the sensitivity of O3 to both 301 
ethane and NO2. This is comparable to correlations of 0.68-0.86 found for OMI NO2 and surface 302 
NO2 at urban sites in major European cities (Paraschiv et al., 2017). Comparisons of FRAPPÉ 303 
and DISCOVER-AQ aircraft measurements of NO2 and OMI tropospheric NO2 for the DM/NFR 304 
region during July-August 2014 showed correlations of 0.7 but a low bias of ~40% in the OMI 305 
product (Choi et al, 2020). There were no continuous surface NO2 measurements for 2012-2019 306 
in the O&G zone. 307 

Linear regressions between annual OMI NO2 and year from 2010-2019 show an 11% reduction 308 
for the O&G region and a 22% reduction for the Urban region between 2012 and 2019. 309 
Regression statistics and plots for OMI NO2 versus year for the O&G and Urban NO2 regions in 310 
Figure 4b are described and presented in Figure S1 and accompanying text. OMI NO2 reductions 311 
for the Urban region are generally consistent with reductions at CAMP, and these are much less 312 
than the 67% decrease in Platteville ethane (based on simple differences between 2012 and 2019 313 
values) for the same period.  314 

 315 

Figure 2. Monitor footprints for (a) FTCW, (b), WCT, (c) RFLAT, and (d) CHAT showing 316 
contours of back trajectory point counts the for 24-hour back trajectories for each hour 317 
contributing to the maximum 8-hour concentrations for the four highest days in 2016 and 318 
2017. Trajectory point counts were calculated from aggregated HYSPLIT output data for 319 
0.1° by 0.1° cells and then contoured. Counts above 10 per cell are shown. The differences 320 
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between 2012 and 2019 fourth maximum 8-hour O3 in ppb (scaled blue circles) for FTCW, 321 
WCT, RFLAT, NREL, and CHAT are also plotted. O3 differences are reductions. O&G 322 
wells are shown as gray dots, and the O3 NAA is outlined in white. 323 

 324 

Figure 3. Annual mean OMI tropospheric NO2 in molecules per cm2 gridded into 0.25° by 325 
0.25° cells for (a) 2012 and (b) 2019 (colored tiles) and differences between 2012 and 2019 326 
fourth maximum 8-hour O3 in ppb (from Table 1, scaled blue circles) for FTCW, WCT, 327 
RFLAT, NREL, and CHAT. O3 differences are reductions. O&G wells are shown as gray 328 
dots, and the O3 NAA is outlined in black. 329 

 330 

Figure 4. (a) Percent reductions in gridded annual mean OMI tropospheric NO2 between 331 
2012 and 2019 (colored tiles) and differences between 2012 and 2019 fourth maximum 8-332 
hour O3 in ppb (from Table 1, scaled blue circles) for FTCW, WCT, RFLAT, NREL, and 333 
CHAT. O3 differences are reductions. (b) The same as (a) with outlines of monitor 334 
footprints for FTCW and CHAT (in red) and associated OMI tropospheric NO2 footprint 335 
region squares (in green) for the O&G region (north) and Urban region (south). O&G 336 
wells are shown as gray dots, and the O3 NAA is outlined in black. 337 

 338 
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3.4. Bayesian Correlation Analyses of Relationships between Annual Fourth Maximum 8-339 
hour O3 at Key Sites and Platteville Ethane, SIP O&G VOC Emissions, DDJB Methane 340 
Enhancements, OMI Tropospheric NO2, and Modeled Source Contributions to O3. 341 

Key correlations, the 2017 modeled source contributions at five monitors, and changes in annual 342 
fourth maximum 8-hour O3 at these sites are presented in Table 1. The modeled O&G 343 
contributions include the effects of both VOCs and NOx. McDuffie et al. (2017) report that total 344 
O&G emissions typically contributed 3.1 ppb of O3 at the BAO within the O&G field in 2012 345 
compared to 2.9 ppb with only O&G VOC emissions, so it is reasonable to assume that most of 346 
the modeled O&G contributions are due to VOCs. The OR, NR, and EGU sources listed in 347 
column 8 are the major sources for NOx emissions. Linear regressions between annual fourth 348 
maximum 8-hour O3 versus year for 2011-2019 were used to compute the declines in the last two 349 
columns of Table 1 and are plotted and described in Figure S2 and associated text.  350 

In Table 1, correlations that provide strong to decisive evidence of an effect on O3 are 351 
highlighted in orange. Those that provide substantial evidence based on BF10 are highlighted in 352 
green. Those that provide anecdotal evidence are shaded in gray, and those that show anecdotal 353 
evidence for the null hypothesis are highlighted in pink. The sample numbers (n) in Table 1 354 
reflect the removal of outliers having studentized residuals greater than or equal to 2.5 as 355 
determined by regressing O3 against ethane. Outliers were not found in regressions with NO2. In 356 
all cases, fourth maximum concentrations were determined after events flagged for possible 357 
influences from wildfire smoke or stratospheric intrusions had been removed.  358 

FTCW and RFLAT O3 stand out as highly correlated with Platteville median ethane, the SIP 359 
O&G VOC emissions, AIRS DDJB methane enhancements, and annual mean OMI tropospheric 360 
NO2 for the O&G region (see Figure 4b). Plots of regressions against ethane and NO2 for these 361 
sites are presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Correlations at FTCW and RFLAT also have 362 
high values for BF10 or VS-MPR in most instances. The BF10 factor of 483 shows that the 0.99 363 
correlation between FTCW O3 and Platteville ethane is decisive, proving that O3 here has a direct 364 
linear connection with ethane, a tracer for O&G VOC emissions. An interconnection is 483 times 365 
more likely than no interconnection at all, and it signifies a direct response. Without the removal 366 
of days flagged for possible smoke or intrusion influences, the correlation and BF10 for FTCW 367 
are only 0.91 and 12, respectively. Given our knowledge from previous work about the scale of 368 
the reductions in O&G VOC emissions (Reddy and Taylor, 2022) and the effects that a zero-out 369 
scenario would have on O3 (Pfister and Flocke et al., 2017), it is reasonable to assume that 370 
FTCW and RFLAT O3 would be positively correlated with ethane. Setting this as a prior 371 
condition leads to a BF10 of 966 and 83 for FTCW and RFLAT, respectively.  372 

The correlation between FTCW O3 and OMI NO2 for the O&G region is 0.89 with a BF10 of 17. 373 
It is likely that this high correlation is at least partially due to phased regulatory controls of 374 
VOCs (see Reddy and Taylor, 2022) and simultaneous NOx emissions reductions. The 375 
eigenvalue of uncentered correlations from a linear regression against both ethane and NO2 376 
suggests that collinearity is a problem (eigenvalue of 5,718), and this could be explained by 377 
independent reductions in each that track together. The likelihood of a response to ethane, 378 
however, is 28 times greater (BF10 ratio = 483/17) than the likelihood of a response to NO2. 379 

 380 
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Table 1. Pearson Correlations between Annual Fourth Maximum 8-hour O3, Platteville 381 
Median Ethane, O3 SIP O&G VOC Emissions, and DDJB Methane Enhancement for 2012-382 
2019 for 5 Key Sites; Partial Pearson Correlations between Annual Fourth Maximum O3 383 
and Platteville Median Ethane for 2012-2019 Conditioned for OMI Tropospheric NO2; 384 
2017 NAA Average Modeled O&G and Total OR, NR, and EGU Contributions to the 10 385 
Highest Modeled 8-hour O3; and Differences between 2012 and 2019 and 2014 and 2019 386 
Fourth Maximum O3 Based on 2011-2019 Regressions between O3 and Year.  387 

Partial correlations were also calculated for O3 versus ethane and presented in Table 1. These 388 
partial correlations remove the influences of NOx as represented by OMI tropospheric NO2 and 389 
can be effective provided a linear response to NOx is a reasonable approximation. The partial 390 
correlation between FTCW O3 and ethane is 0.96 with a strong VS-MPR of 22.8. It also shows a 391 
direct connection between O3 and O&G VOCs. 392 

The influence of meteorology was not included in a partial correlation analyses. From 2012-393 
2019, meteorology as represented by June-August mean 500 hPa heights, had an indeterminant 394 
effect on O3 screened for flagged events. This is likely due to the dominant effects of emissions 395 
reductions during the period. The p values for correlations between O3 and 500 hPa heights at all 396 
sites were 0.159-0.315 and BF10 values were 0.5-0.6 for all sites, showing anecdotal support for 397 
the null hypothesis.  398 

In contrast to partial correlations with ethane conditioned for OMI NO2, partial correlations 399 
between annual fourth maximum O3 and OMI NO2 conditioned for ethane were statistically 400 
insignificant at every site with p values from 0.086 to 0.786 and VS-MPR from 1.0 to 1.7. At 401 
FTCW the partial correlation was 0.14 (p of 0.786, VS-MPR of 1.0). For FTCW in particular, 402 
this is compelling evidence that most of the decrease in O3 from 2012 to 2019 may be the result 403 
of reductions in O&G VOCs and not NOx, despite the high standard correlation of 0.89 with 404 
NO2. JASP partial regression plots show a strong response to ethane in Figure 7a and a weak 405 
response to NO2 in Figure 7b. Residuals of FTCW O3 regressed against NO2 versus the residuals 406 
from ethane regressed against NO2 are plotted in Figure 7a, and residuals of FTCW O3 regressed 407 
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Average of 
Top 10 Days: 
2017 OR, NR, 

and EGU 
Contribution 

to O3 

2012 minus 
2019 

Fourth Max 
O3 from 

2011-2019 
Regressions 

2014 minus 
2019 

Fourth Max 
O3 from 

2011-2019 
Regressions 

FTCW 0.99 
n=7 

P<0.001 
BF10=483.1 

0.88  
n=7 

P=0.009 
BF10=7.4 

0.96  
n=7 

P<0.001 
BF10=38.5 

0.96 
n=7 

P=0.003 
VS-MPR=22.8 

0.89 
n=8 

P=0.003 
BF10=17.3 

6.6 ppb 7.5 ppb 8.8 ppb 6.3 ppb 

WCT 0.93 
n=6 

P=0.007 
BF10=8.4 

0.86 
n=6 

P=0.030 
BF10=3.3 

0.86 
n=6 

P=0.030 
BF10=3.3 

0.58* 
n=6 

P=0.307 
VS-MPR=1.0 

0.75 
n=8 

P=0.034 
BF10=3.0 

7.0 ppb 5.0 ppb 10.3 ppb 7.4 ppb 

RFLAT 0.96 
n=7 

P<0.001 
BF10=41.6 

0.94 
n=7 

P=0.002 
BF10=24.5 

0.93 
n=7 

P=0.003 
BF10=16.7 

0.87 
n=7 

P=0.026 
VS-MPR=3.9 

0.79 
n=8 

P=0.019 
BF10=4.4 

3.5 ppb 9.0 ppb 7.8 ppb 5.6 ppb 

NREL 0.73 
n=8 

P=0.041 
BF10=2.6 

0.66* 
n=8 

P=0.077 
BF10=1.7 

0.79  
n=8 

P=0.020 
BF10=4.4 

0.82 
n=8 

P=0.024 
VS-MPR=4.1 

0.50* 
n=8 

P=0.210 
BF10=0.9 

2.9 ppb 8.8 ppb 6.0 ppb 4.3 ppb 

CHAT 0.60* 
n=8 

P=0.113 
BF10=1.3 

0.50* 
n=8 

P=0.203 
BF10=0.9 

0.51* 
n=8 

P=0.196 
BF10=0.9 

0.63* 
n=8 

P=0.130 
VS-MPR=1.4 

0.42* 
n=8 

P=0.299 
BF10=0.7 

1.7 ppb 9.6 ppb 3.7 ppb 2.7 ppb 

*Not statistically significant 
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against ethane versus residuals of NO2 regressed against ethane are shown in Figure 7b. 408 

 409 

Figure 5. Annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 (determined after removal of events flagged 410 
for possible influences from wildfire smoke or stratospheric intrusions) versus annual 411 
Platteville median ethane with linear regressions and 95% confidence limits (dotted blue 412 
lines) for (a) FTCW and (c) WCT from 2012-2019 and versus OMI tropospheric NO2 for 413 
(b) FTCW and (d) WCT for 2010-2019. Fitted second order polynomial curves are shown 414 
in orange, and outliers that were removed prior to regressions based on studentized 415 
residual tests are shown with inverted triangles. FTCW and WCT tropospheric OMI NO2 416 
were calculated for the O&G region (as shown in Figure 4b).  417 

The partial R2 for FTCW O3 versus ethane conditioned for NO2 at this site is 0.92, suggesting 418 
that ~90% of the variance in O3 here is due to changes in O&G VOCs as represented by ethane 419 
(75% at RFLAT). It is reasonable to conclude that a substantial and perhaps dominant fraction of 420 
the O3 decrease here is due to O&G VOC reductions. The ~9 ppb decline in O3 at FTCW from 421 
2012-2019 is in the range of the estimated contribution to O3 by O&G VOCs at this site on 422 
maximum concentration days from 2012 through 2017 as reported in the literature and discussed 423 
in Section 1. A considerable reduction in O3 is consistent with the ~70% reduction in O&G 424 
emissions from 2013-2020 inferred by Reddy and Taylor (2022). Similar linear responses of O3 425 
to VOCs are difficult to find in the literature, although Barna et al. (2011) report linear responses 426 
to VOCs downwind of Seattle and Portland based on modeling of the Cascadia airshed. 427 

 428 
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 429 

Figure 6. Annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 (determined after removal of events flagged 430 
for possible influences from wildfire smoke or stratospheric intrusions) versus annual 431 
Platteville median ethane with linear regressions and 95% confidence limits (dotted blue 432 
lines) for (a) RFLAT and (c) NREL from 2012-2019 and versus OMI tropospheric NO2 for 433 
(b) RFLAT and (d) NREL for 2010-2019. Fitted second order polynomial curves are shown 434 
in orange, and an outlier based on studentized residual tests that was removed prior to 435 
regression is shown with an inverted triangle in (a). RFLAT tropospheric OMI NO2 was 436 
calculated for the O&G region and NREL OMI NO2 was calculated for the Urban region 437 
(as shown in Figure 4b). 438 

The WCT tower on the southern edge of Greeley is unique among the 5 sites considered. It is the 439 
only neighborhood scale monitor of the group. The others are in open fields or a park and are not 440 
as directly affected by neighborhood emissions of fresh NO and NOx from mobile sources. In the 441 
report by Pfister and Flocke et al. (2017) detailing the findings of the 2014 FRAPPÉ field 442 
experiment for CDPHE, the WCT site is described as starved for NOx and most sensitive to NOx 443 
reductions, with O3 production peaking earlier in the day than at locations downwind. WCT 444 
which is at the bottom of the broad Platte River Valley is also in a portion of the DM/NFR with 445 
the slowest growth in daytime boundary layer heights (Pfister et al., 2019), and this means that 446 
precursors are more concentrated here during the early hours of O3 production.  447 

 448 
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 449 

Figure 7. Partial regression plots of (a) residuals of FTCW O3 versus OMI NO2 (y axis) and 450 
ethane versus OMI NO2 (x axis) and (b) residuals of FTCW O3 versus ethane (y axis) and 451 
OMI NO2 versus ethane (x axis), showing a strong response to (a) ethane and weak 452 
response to (b) NO2. 453 

Figure 5 shows plots of FTCW and WCT O3 versus ethane and OMI tropospheric NO2 454 
calculated for the O&G region). The plot of WCT O3 versus NO2 shows a curved response and a 455 
second order polynomial is a better fit than a linear regression. The curve suggests that WCT 456 
may have been NOx-saturated prior to 2014 with a flat or increasing O3 response to NO2 457 
reductions during this period. After 2013, O3 declines steeply with decreasing NO2. Correlations 458 
between WCT O3 and ethane and NO2 (BF10 of 8.4 and 3.0, respectively) are weaker here than at 459 
FTCW and RFLAT. The partial correlations of O3 versus ethane conditioned for NO2 and NO2 460 
conditioned for ethane are both statistically insignificant. Changes in both precursor groups and 461 
other factors may contribute significantly to the 10 ppb decrease in O3 here from 2012-2019. 462 
This relative complexity compared to FTCW, the lower sample size for O3 versus ethane after 463 
outlier removal, and significantly non-linear response to NO2 may make it more difficult to 464 
identify a dominant cause for O3 decreases.  465 

Figure 6 shows O3 versus ethane and OMI tropospheric NO2 for RFLAT and NREL. NO2 for 466 
RFLAT was calculated using the O&G region, and the Urban region was used for NREL. RLAT 467 
O3 has a robust response to ethane and declines with NO2 as well. NREL has a statistically 468 
significant response to ethane but not to NO2, and the uncertainties for regressions against each 469 
precursor are greater than for RFLAT which is further north. 470 

For CHAT, correlations show at best only anecdotal evidence of the study hypothesis or 471 
anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis (BF10 between 0.33 and 1.4). In addition, the slope of 472 
the 2011-2019 regression of annual fourth max versus year and slopes for both regressions in 473 
Figure 8 are not statistically significant. Since evidence for a response to ethane or NO2 is weak 474 
and the variances in O3 are high, it is possible that factors affecting the photochemical regime 475 
here are more complex than at FTCW and that as of 2019 there have not been sufficient 476 
reductions in either VOCs or NOx to shift the regime to one that is substantially sensitive to 477 
reductions in either or both of these precursor groups. In addition, reductions in urban VOCs 478 
have not been considered. 479 
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 480 

Figure 8. Annual CHAT fourth maximum 8-hour O3 (determined after removal of events 481 
flagged for possible influences from wildfire smoke or stratospheric intrusions) versus (a) 482 
annual Platteville median ethane with linear regressions and 95% confidence limits (dotted 483 
blue lines) and (b) versus annual mean OMI tropospheric NO2. Fitted second order 484 
polynomial curves are shown in orange. Annual CHAT tropospheric OMI NO2 was 485 
calculated for the Urban region (as shown in Figure 4b). 486 

Modeled O&G source contributions to O3 and decreases in annual fourth maximum O3 during the 487 
study period show a pronounced decreasing gradient from FTCW and WCT to Chatfield. This is 488 
consistent with the findings of Flocke et al. (2020) and Pfister and Flocke et al. (2017) who 489 
report that O&G influences are higher in the northern portions of the region. The 2017 O&G 490 
contributions to O3 in Table 1 are also highly correlated with the differences in annual fourth 491 
maximum concentrations between 2014 and 2019 from Table 1. The Pearson correlation is 0.93 492 
(BF10=4.0). The regression between the 2014-2019 decreases in O3 and 2017 O&G contributions 493 
is presented in Figure 9a, and it has an R2 value of 0.87 (VS-MPR=4.6). Figure 9b shows a 494 
reverse gradient for 2017 NOx source contributions versus O&G contributions. Greater decreases 495 
in O3 to the north match the greater influence of O&G emissions here, and the scale of decreases 496 
is consistent with a large decline in O&G emissions. The fact that correlations metrics in Table 1 497 
also conform to this gradient is further evidence that substantial reductions in O&G VOC 498 
emissions have affected maximum O3. A summary map illustrating the north-south gradients in 499 
correlation metrics and impacts is presented in Figure 10. 500 

This analysis is entirely empirical and does not explicitly address complex nonlinear 501 
photochemical interactions and processes, and it does not account for the possible implications of 502 
the effects of changing chemical environments on trends in NO2 (Laughner and Cohen, 2019). 503 
Nevertheless, it points to a strong linear response in O3 to decreasing VOCs during the study 504 
period (especially at FTCW and RFLAT) and possible nonlinear responses to changes in NOx, 505 
especially at WCT. The strong statistical results at the northern monitors are consistent with what 506 
we know from photochemical modeling and what monitor footprints show us about source 507 
influences. These results are believed to be sufficient evidence for the inferences made here. 508 
Interrelationships among emissions estimates, satellite-derived methane enhancements, ethane, 509 
and maximum O3 concentrations provide coherent evidence for major reductions in local O&G 510 
VOC emissions and related decreases in O3.  511 

 512 
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 513 

Figure 9. (a) Linear regression between the decreases in O3 from 2014-2019 and modeled 514 
2017 O&G contributions to O3 by monitor site (R2 of 0.87 and VS-MPR of 4.6). The 95% 515 
confidence limits are plotted as dashed lines. There is a north-south gradient in decreases 516 
in O3 associated with decreases in O&G VOC. (b) 2017 NOx sources contributions to O3 517 
(OR, NR, and EGU sources) versus O&G contributions to O3, showing a reverse gradient. 518 

Platteville median ethane and SIP O&G VOC emissions declined by 67% and 64%, respectively, 519 
between 2012 and 2019 (based on simple differences between 2012 and 2019 values). Given the 520 
linear decline in O3 with respect to ethane at FTCW and RFLAT and robust correlation metrics 521 
at these sites for variables related to O&G VOC emissions, it is possible that as much as 67% of 522 
the O3 from O&G VOCs at these sites was eliminated between 2012 and 2019. The impacts of 523 
trends in background O3 from outside the DM/NFR were not considered and are beyond the 524 
scope of this study, but these are not expected to have significant effects on the results. The 525 
change in FTCW O3 from 2012-2019, for example, is ~9 ppb whether it is derived from the 526 
regression of O3 versus time or O3 versus Platteville ethane.  527 

Zeroing-out ethane (and by extension, O&G VOC emissions) in the regressions shown in Figures 528 
5-6 yields annual fourth maximum O3 of 65 ppb (±1.6 ppb) at FTCW, 61 ppb (±4.7 ppb) at 529 
WCT, and 70 ppb (± 2.6 ppb) at RFLAT. Uncertainties represent the 95% confidence interval. 530 
These concentrations could keep FTCW and WCT in compliance with the 2015 NAAQS and 531 
RFLAT within reach of compliance, provided that emissions from other sources did not increase, 532 
climate conditions do not favor enhanced photochemistry, and frequent periods of wildfire 533 
smoke did not elevate local and background O3. 534 

These zero-out projections are most appropriate for FTCW and RFLAT where correlations are 535 
highest, a linear fit is a reasonable approximation of the response of O3 to NO2, and the partial 536 
correlations and partial regressions are most likely to reasonably separate the influences of O&G 537 
VOCs and NOx. Partial regressions of O3 versus ethane at these sites using natural-log-538 
transformed OMI NO2 to correct for nonlinearity yield partial R2 values of  0.92 and 0.76 at 539 
FTCW and RFLAT, respectively. These are essentially identical to the partial R2 values under 540 
the assumption that responses to NO2 are effectively linear, and continue to confirm that VOCs 541 
have much larger contributions to O3. At WCT the partial R2 values using log-transformed NO2 542 
are 0.32 and 0.19 for ethane and NO2, respectively, compared to 0.33 and 0.18 assuming linear 543 
relationships in each case. Again, the WCT data suffer from a lower sample size and possibly a 544 
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noisier signal. Previous research as well as the research presented here, however, suggest that 545 
this site should benefit from both O&G VOC and NOx reductions. 546 

 547 

Figure 10. O3 correlations with Platteville ethane, Bayesian correlation factor (BF10) values 548 
for O3 and ethane, and O3 decreases from 2012-2019 (from top to bottom in each circle) are 549 
presented for the five high-concentration sites. The monitor site circle colors gray, green, or 550 
orange represent Bayesian indications of anecdotal, substantial, or very strong/decisive 551 
evidence of an interconnection, respectively. Monitor footprints for FTCW, RFLAT, and 552 
CHAT are plotted. O&G wells are represented by gray dots, and the NAA is outlined in 553 
blue. The influences of the O&G field, O3 impacts from decreased O&G VOC emissions, 554 
and correlation metrics decrease from north to south. 555 

3.5 Top-down Methane Flux Studies from 2012 to 2021 and Their Implications for 556 
Tracking O&G Emissions 557 

Tracking trends in methane and methane emissions in the DM/NFR makes it possible to assess 558 
progress in reducing O3 and achieving greenhouse gas reduction goals (Colorado Department of 559 
Public Health and Environment, 2021). A number of top-down methane flux studies have been 560 
completed for the DM/NFR region. These include flux estimates based on two NOAA flights in 561 
late May 2012 (Petron et al., 2014), two NOAA flights in March 2015 (Peischl et al., 2018), two 562 
University of Colorado (CU) and University of Maryland (UMD) flights in early October 2021 563 
(Fried et al., 2022), a driving survey in the summer of 2021 (Riddick et al., 2022), and a 564 
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University of Arizona satellite methane inversion analysis for June-July and September-October 565 
2021 (Cusworth et al., 2022). The inversions used column-average methane concentrations 566 
retrieved from the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI). The University of 567 
Arizona also conducted facility-oriented flights in July and September 2021. These and the 568 
CU/UMD flights in 2021 were part of a State of Colorado initiative to track O&G impacts 569 
(Colorado Department of Natural Resources Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, 2022).  570 

When the flux or basin emission estimates are arranged on a timeline as shown in Figure S3, 571 
these show no statistically significant change in methane emissions from 2012 to 2021 in 572 
contrast to the results of Reddy and Taylor (2022). For a regression against year: p=0.2 and VS-573 
MPR =1.1. Where available, uncertainty estimates reported for each study (standard deviations) 574 
were doubled to represent the 95% confidence interval for each, and these and the AIRS DDJB 575 
methane enhancement are also plotted. While the flux numbers by themselves may present a 576 
compelling argument that O&G emissions have not changed, there are many reasons for viewing 577 
a resulting trend with caution. 578 

Possible issues include the following: (1) Inherent (Angevine et al., 2020) and reported 579 
uncertainties in top-down flux studies are large. (2) Recent work suggests that methane 580 
emissions in O&G fields can vary dramatically on daily, weekly, and monthly time scales (Varon 581 
et al., 2022; Veefkind et al., 2022). Varon et al. (2022), for example, report that new well 582 
development and local natural gas prices were statistically significant predictors of weekly 583 
emissions in the Permian Basin in Texas, a wet gas field similar to the DJ Basin. (3) Studies in 584 
the DM/NFR are based on very limited sampling periods that are likely insufficient to capture 585 
true long-term trends given the expected short and medium-term temporal variability of methane. 586 
(4) The TROPOMI inversion analysis is based on a possibly flawed application of the Stochastic 587 
Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport (STILT) model in the DM/NFR (model described by Lin et 588 
al., 2003; Fasoli et al., 2018) and an uncertain use of mesoscale meteorological modeling to drive 589 
STILT. In addition, there are potential issues associated with the absence of TROPOMI methane 590 
retrievals over the mountainous regions of Colorado (see de Gouw et al., 2020, for gaps in 591 
TROPOMI methane coverage in Colorado). 592 

These studies also represent a variety of approaches to estimating flux. While the two NOAA 593 
flight campaigns and the CU/UMD study use very similar approaches and mass balance 594 
methods, the driving survey and TROPOMI inversions use substantially distinct methodologies. 595 
What effects do differences in study design and methods have on the uncertainties in a trend 596 
based on the inclusion of each set of results? 597 

One major area of concern is the representation of meteorology in satellite inversions in the 598 
DM/NFR. Cusworth et al. (2022) report that the STILT model was only run for levels up to 599 
1,000 m above ground level (AGL). In this application STILT accounts for surface source 600 
influences on total TROPOMI column mean methane, and a reasonable accounting of the spatial 601 
origins of methane in the column is necessary for accurate inversion results. They assumed that 602 
above 1,000 m AGL, surface source influences would be insignificant. Summer mean mixing 603 
heights over the DM/NFR are 4,000 to 5,000 m above sea level (MSL) or 2,500 m to 3,500 m 604 
AGL over the plains (Reddy and Taylor, 2022). Observed afternoon mixing heights were up to 605 
2,500 m AGL for the FRAPPÉ 2014 summer field campaign (Kaser et al., 2017). Mountain-606 
plains solenoid circulations can carry trace gases westward into the mountains, loft these over the 607 
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boundary layer or to the top of the boundary layer and return them to the plains at high elevations 608 
(Pfister and Reddy et al., 2017; Sullivan et al., 2016). In addition, trace gases from local and 609 
distant sources can reside in elevated residual layers. 610 

As Kaser et al. (2017) demonstrated for O3 in the DM/NFR, significant concentrations of trace 611 
gases from local recirculation can be present in the residual layer after the collapse of the 612 
boundary layer the previous night. These can be entrained into the local boundary layer the next 613 
day. This highlights the importance of tracking the previous day’s contributions to today’s 614 
column averages. Methane from the Uintah Basin in Utah and Piceance Basin in western 615 
Colorado can also be transported aloft and eastward across the mountains into the column (see 616 
Figure S4 and S5 which also show the effects of deep vertical mixing on O&G tracer 617 
concentrations). It would seem that the STILT model should be run for levels up to at least 2,500 618 
m to 3,500 m AGL to account for these processes. What are the implications of the lack of 619 
TROPOMI retrievals over the mountains? How does this affect the spatial accounting of surface 620 
contributions to column averages as well as calculations of background? 621 

Their estimates of the contributions of the meteorological modeling to flux uncertainty are based 622 
on modeling in simple terrain in north-central Texas (Turner et al., 2018). Meteorology will 623 
often vary dramatically from location to location within the DM/NFR because of the complex 624 
local terrain. In addition to mountain-plains solenoid circulations, other terrain-driven 625 
circulations such as the Denver Cyclone (Vu et al., 2016; Pfister et al., 2017b; Flocke et al., 626 
2020; Reddy an Pfister, 2016) can lead to complex transport in and near the study area. For these 627 
reasons, models may be less accurate here than over simpler terrain. Meteorological model 628 
performance evaluations may be necessary for a more complete assessment of study results (see 629 
for example Pfister and Reddy et al., 2017), and these should be included in TROPOMI methane 630 
inversion studies for this area. Appropriate performance measures should be identified. What is 631 
necessary to limit uncertainties in the DM/NFR? Can meteorological model performance 632 
indicators be used to screen retrievals for inclusion in a study? Meta-analyses of past study data, 633 
similar to those applied in medical and epidemiological research (Wang et al., 2020), might yield 634 
insights into these issues and their solutions. Full reporting of performance evaluations can 635 
clarify the value of a given study for trend and effects assessments. 636 

A second area of concern is resolving the contributions of non-O&G methane emissions in the 637 
DM/NFR. Knowing what these contributions are and how they change over time could support 638 
the assessment of progress in reducing O3 and achieving methane reduction goals by source 639 
sector. Petron et al. (2014) report a 25% contribution to total methane from non-O&G sources in 640 
2012 based on two flights in May. From Peischl et al. (2018), non-O&G accounted for 25% 641 
based on two flights in March of 2015. Townsend-Small et al. (2016) report a 50% contribution 642 
to total methane from biogenic sources during July and August 2014. Based on the analysis of 643 
Reddy and Taylor (2022) for June-August 2012-2020, non-O&G sources would represent 30% 644 
of total methane in 2012 and 68% in 2020, with an assumption of no annual trend in non-O&G 645 
emissions based on CDPHE estimates (Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, 646 
2021). Riddick et al. (2022) found a 63% contribution for 10 days in July 2021. Cusworth et al. 647 
(2022) report a 50% contribution for a 10-day period in July of 2021 and a 21% contribution for 648 
a 10-day period in September of 2021. Emissions from cattle and manure management sources 649 
were much higher in July. Fried et al. (2022) report a 27% contribution on 1 October 2021 and 650 
17% on 5 October 2021. How much of this large variability in study results is due to trends in 651 
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O&G emissions, trends in non-O&G emissions, differences in study designs and their 652 
uncertainties, short-term variability or seasonality in emissions, sampling period issues and study 653 
geography, or errors in methodologies? 654 

A consideration of all the coherent correlation results and metrics discussed in this paper 655 
suggests that annual or summer-average non-O&G methane emissions may be relatively constant 656 
from 2012-2020. The AIRS methane retrievals represent ~70 retrieval-days each summer (Reddy 657 
and Taylor, 2022) and more consistent and complete temporal coverage than the top-down 658 
studies. Retrievals respond to methane from all methane sources in the DDJB and DM/NFR. 659 
Ethane is primarily from O&G activities (as reported in the literature and summarized by Reddy 660 
and Taylor, 2022). Given the 0.96 correlation between the two and the strong linear relationship 661 
with a 931 to 1 probability versus the null hypothesis, it seems unlikely that there is significant 662 
year-to-year variability in non-O&G methane. Otherwise, the correlation between AIRS DDJB 663 
methane enhancement and ethane would be weaker, but this should be verified. A good first step 664 
toward resolving this area of concern might be to conduct meta-analyses of past data sets and 665 
related monitoring programs and/or literature reviews to clarify the potential features and 666 
impacts of seasonality and short-term variability in emissions from cattle and manure 667 
management activities. Golston et al. (2020), for example, report that there were significant 668 
differences in methane emissions from individual concentrated animal feeding operations with 669 
repeat surveys. A review and analysis of data from historic studies might make it possible to 670 
improve strategies for assessing non-O&G contributions.  671 

The DM/NFR has a wealth of expertise, data, monitoring, and information, and many of these 672 
issues may already be under review, but it seems that a successful analysis of future and past 673 
trends may not be possible without a careful consideration of issues raised by past studies. 674 
Understanding the short and medium-term variability of DM/NFR methane emissions, for 675 
example, would make it possible to calculate the numbers, frequencies, and timing of aircraft 676 
flights or driving surveys needed to assess long-term trends. 677 

3.6. AIRS DDJB Methane Enhancement as an Indicator for Tracking O&G Impacts 678 

The AIRS DDJB methane enhancement shows promise as an indicator for tracking both O&G 679 
emissions of methane and O&G VOC impacts on O3. Reddy and Taylor (2022) demonstrated its 680 
strong relationship with methane from O&G sources. In the current study evidence for this 681 
relationship with O&G emissions has increased, and methane enhancement has been shown to 682 
have strong correlations with SIP O&G VOC emissions estimates and O3 at northern monitors. 683 
Evidence for its strength as an indicator is summarized in Table 2 which shows correlations 684 
between methane enhancement and ethane, emissions estimates, and O3 at FTCW and RFLAT. 685 
Correlations range from 0.88 to 0.96, and Bayesian factors show strong to decisive evidence for 686 
all pairs. AIRS data are not suitable for flux estimates but likely represent one of the simplest and 687 
most readily obtainable metrics for tracking changes. 688 

 689 

 690 
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Table 2. Pearson Correlations and Bayesian Correlation Factors for AIRS DDJB Methane 691 
Enhancement versus Platteville Ethane, SIP O&G VOC Emissions Estimates, and FTCW 692 
and RFLAT Annual Fourth Maximum 8-hour O3. 693 

  Correlations with AIRS DDJB Methane Enhancement 

 
Sample Size 

(Years) 

 
Pearson 

Correlation 

 
BF10 with No Prior 

Knowledge 

BF10 with Prior 
Knowledge That 

Correlations Are Positive 
Platteville Ethane 9 0.96 465*** 931*** 

SIP O&G VOC Emissions 10 0.88 44* 87** 

FTCW O3 7 0.96 39* 77** 

RFLAT O3 7 0.93 17* 33* 
*strong evidence, ** very strong evidence, ***decisive evidence 

4 Summary and Conclusions 694 

The Denver Metro/North Front Range (DM/NFR) region of northern Colorado is classified as a 695 
Severe and Moderate nonattainment area (NAA) for the 2008 and 2015 O3 National Ambient Air 696 
Quality Standards (NAAQS) of 75 ppb and 70 ppb, respectively. Compliance with these 697 
standards is measured by the three-year average of the annual fourth maximum (DMAX8). The 698 
three-year average is referred to as the design value. Attainment of these standards is challenging 699 
because the DM/NFR contains a large metropolitan area with diverse urban sources of O3 700 
precursors as well as the Wattenberg Field O&G resource area. 701 

Pfister and Flocke et al. (2017) indicate that mobile sources and O&G sources are the largest 702 
contributors to summer O3, each contributing 6-10 ppb to average DMAX8 on high-703 
concentration days in 2014. O&G sources have a greater influence in the northern portions of the 704 
DM/NFR while mobile sources have a greater influence in the southern section which includes 705 
Denver. Ramboll Environ and Alpine Geophysics, LLC. (2017) show a pronounced north-south 706 
gradient in O&G contributions to DMAX8 for a 2017 modeling case. O&G contributions on the 707 
10 highest days at each site average 6.6 ppb at FTCW and are only 1.7 ppb at CHAT in the 708 
southern section of the NAA.  709 

Reddy and Taylor (2022) found 55% and 73% reductions in local methane enhancement over 710 
background and ethane, respectively, from 2013-2020 using surface measurements and data from 711 
the NASA AIRS instrument. They concluded that ethane at the Platteville site in the Wattenberg 712 
Field is representative for this O&G area located within the DM/NFR, and that ~70% of area 713 
methane was from O&G sources in 2012. There is a surprising consistency between trends in O3 714 
SIP O&G VOC emissions, trends in Platteville median ethane, and AIRS satellite-derived 715 
methane enhancement in the DDJB. The Bayesian correlation factor BF10 is 9 for emissions 716 
versus methane enhancement and 39 for emissions versus ethane. This means that these 717 
interrelationships are 9 and 39 times more likely, with substantial and very strong evidence, 718 
respectively, than no connection at all. If there has been a ~70% reduction O&G VOC emissions 719 
between 2013 and 2019 that tracks well with the O3 SIP O&G VOC emissions inventory, then 720 
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we would expect to see reductions in peak O3, especially in those areas in the NAA where O3 721 
contributions from O&G emissions are high.  722 

After removing events flagged for wildfire smoke or stratospheric intrusions, annual fourth 723 
maximum 8-hour O3 concentrations were correlated with variables related to O&G VOC 724 
emissions as well as OMI NO2 using Bayesian methods. FTCW and RFLAT annual fourth 725 
maximum 8-hour O3 from 2012-2019 are highly correlated with Platteville median ethane, the 726 
SIP O&G VOC emissions, AIRS DDJB methane enhancements, and annual mean OMI 727 
tropospheric NO2 calculated for the O&G region. These correlations also have high values for 728 
the Bayesian correlation factor (BF10) or the Vovk-Sellke maximum p-ratio (VS-MPR) in most 729 
instances. The BF10 factor of 483-966 shows that the 0.99 correlation between FTCW O3 and 730 
Platteville ethane is decisive, proving that O3 here has a direct linear connection with ethane, a 731 
surrogate for O&G VOC emissions. An interconnection is 483-966 times more likely than no 732 
interconnection at all and is 28 times more likely than a response to NO2. A partial correlation 733 
was calculated for FTCW O3 versus ethane, and this partial correlation removes the influences of 734 
NOx as represented by OMI tropospheric NO2. The partial correlation between FTCW O3 and 735 
ethane is 0.96 with a strong VS-MPR of 22.8. 736 

In contrast to partial correlations of O3 with ethane conditioned for OMI NO2, partial correlations 737 
between annual fourth maximum O3 and OMI NO2 corrected for ethane were statistically 738 
insignificant at every site with VS-MPR values of only 1.0 to 1.7, demonstrating low 739 
probabilities for an effect. For FTCW in particular, this is compelling evidence that most of the 740 
response in O3 from 2012 to 2019 may be the result of reductions in O&G VOCs and not NOx. 741 
Based on partial correlations, the probability of a connection between ethane and FTCW O3 is 742 
~23 times higher than a connection between O3 and NO2 (ratio of VS-MPR values = 22.8/1.0). 743 
The ~9 ppb decline in O3 at FTCW from 2012-2019 is in the range of the estimated contribution 744 
of O&G VOCs to O3 at this site on maximum concentration days from 2012 through 2017.  745 

Modeled O&G source contributions to O3 and decreases in annual fourth maximum O3 during 746 
the study period show a pronounced decreasing gradient from FTCW to Chatfield. This is 747 
consistent with the findings of Flocke et al. (2020) and Pfister and Flocke et al. (2017) who 748 
report that O&G influences on O3 are higher in the northern portions of the region. The 40th 749 
parallel divides the relatively disjoint distributions of NOx sources to the south and O&G sources 750 
to north. The fact that correlations and measures of their significance also conform to this 751 
gradient is further evidence that reductions in O&G VOC emissions have affected maximum O3 752 
concentrations. 753 

Interrelationships among emissions estimates, satellite-derived methane enhancements, ethane, 754 
and maximum O3 concentrations provide coherent evidence for major reductions in local O&G 755 
VOC emissions. Platteville median ethane and SIP O&G VOC emissions declined by 67% and 756 
64%, respectively, between 2012 and 2019. Given the linear decline in O3 with respect to ethane 757 
at FTCW and RFLAT and robust correlation metrics at these sites for variables related to VOC 758 
emissions, it is possible that as much as 67% of the O3 from O&G VOCs at these sites was 759 
eliminated between 2012 and 2019. Reductions in O&G VOCs are likely to have been most 760 
effective at reducing O3 at FTCW, WCT, and RFLAT, and least effective at CHAT. Zeroing out 761 
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O&G VOCs as represented by ethane would yield annual fourth maximum O3 of 65 ppb (±1.6 762 
ppb) at FTCW, 61 ppb (±4.7 ppb) at WCT, and 70 ppb (± 2.6 ppb) at RFLAT. 763 

When arranged on a timeline, top-down methane flux studies for the DM/NFR region from 2012 764 
to 2021 show little change in emissions, and by extension suggest that O&G emissions may also 765 
have been relatively constant. There are, however, many reasons for viewing the resulting trend 766 
with caution. Key issues include the large uncertainties in top-down flux studies (Angevine et al., 767 
2020), the potential significant variability of fluxes in O&G fields on daily, weekly, and monthly 768 
time scales (Varon et al., 2022; Veefkind et al., 2022), and the limited temporal sampling 769 
represented by these DM/NFR studies. In addition, accurate representation of complex terrain-770 
driven meteorology in the DM/NFR is essential for accurate satellite methane inversion 771 
modeling. Because of the complex terrain in the DM/NFR region, meteorological model 772 
performance evaluations may be necessary for reliable assessments of trends using satellite 773 
methane inversions. Meta-analyses of past data sets and related monitoring programs as well as 774 
literature reviews to clarify the seasonality and short-term variability in methane emissions in the 775 
DM/NFR could also provide much of the information necessary to refine strategies for tracking 776 
long-term trends and might make it possible to calculate the numbers, frequencies, and timing of 777 
aircraft flights or driving surveys needed to assess these trends. 778 

The AIRS DDJB methane enhancement data shows promise as an indicator for tracking 779 
emissions of methane from O&G sources and O&G VOC impacts on O3. In the current study 780 
evidence for this relationship with O&G emissions has increased, and methane enhancement has 781 
been shown to have strong correlations with SIP O&G VOC emissions estimates, ethane, and O3 782 
at northern monitors. It is likely one of the simplest and most readily obtainable metrics for 783 
tracking changes. 784 
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a relisting of the references for information in Figure S3. The figure captions are listed below: 1070 

Figure S1. Linear regressions of annual average OMI Tropospheric NO2 versus year for 2010-1071 
2019 with 95% confidence limits for Urban area (inverted orange triangles) and O&G area (green 1072 
triangles) as defined in the paper. LOESS smoothing curves are also plotted. 1073 

Figure S2 Linear regressions of annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 in ppb (ranked after removal 1074 
of events flagged for smoke or stratospheric intrusions) versus year at RFLAT, NREL, CHAT, WCT, 1075 
and FTCW for 2011-2019 as described in the body of the main paper.  1076 

 1077 
Figure S3. Methane fluxes (106 g/hr) in the DM/NFR region from aircraft studies, a driving 1078 
survey, and TROPOMI methane inversions, and AIRS DDJB methane enhancement in ppb. 1079 
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TROPOMI inversions are in red, aircraft studies in blue, methane enhancement in yellow, and the 1080 
driving survey is plotted with a green circle. Two sigma intervals (95% confidence intervals) are 1081 
plotted with green bars for studies that report uncertainties. 1082 
Figure S4. O&G tracer concentrations in ppb modeled with the NCAR ACOM WRF-ARW during 1083 
the FRAPPÉ Field experiment for 6:00 GMT 28 July 2014 at latitudes from 38.5°N to 40.5°N, 1084 
showing emissions from the Uintah and Piceance Basins, on the left sides of the lower left and 1085 
upper right panels, respectively, and the DM/NFR (black dot). The planetary boundary layer 1086 
height is shown with a purple line. 1087 
 1088 
Figure S5. O&G tracer concentrations in ppb modeled with the NCAR ACOM WRF-ARW during 1089 
the FRAPPÉ field experiment for 20:00 GMT 12 July 2014 at latitudes from 38.5°N to 40.5°N, 1090 
showing emissions from the Uintah and Piceance Basins, on the left sides of the lower left and 1091 
upper right panels, respectively, and the DM/NFR (black dot). The planetary boundary layer 1092 
height is shown with a purple line. 1093 

Text S1. 1094 

Linear regressions of annual average OMI Tropospheric NO2 versus year for 2010-2019 1095 
with 95% confidence limits for the Urban area (inverted triangles) and O&G area (green 1096 
triangles) as defined in the paper. Negative values were removed prior to averaging.  The R2 for 1097 
the Urban area is 0.67 and for the O&G area it is 0.61. The null hypothesis that the slope is zero 1098 
is rejected for each area. LOESS smoothing curves with a smoothing parameter of 0.55 are also 1099 
shown. Based on the regressions, Urban area NO2 declined 22% and O&G area NO2 declined 1100 
11% from 2012-2019.  See the main paper for data sources. 1101 

 1102 

 1103 
 1104 

Figure S1. Linear regressions of annual average OMI Tropospheric NO2 versus year for 2010-1105 
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2019 with 95% confidence limits for Urban area (inverted orange triangles) and O&G area (green 1106 
triangles) as defined in the paper. LOESS smoothing curves are also plotted. 1107 

Text S2. 1108 

Linear regressions of annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 in ppb (ranked after removal of 1109 
events flagged for smoke or stratospheric intrusions) versus year at FTCW, WCT, RFLAT, NREL, 1110 
and CHAT for 2011-2019 as described in the main paper. Outliers having studentized residuals 1111 
greater than or equal to 2.5 as determined by regressing O3 against year were removed for WCT 1112 
and RFLAT. R2 values are 0.90, 0.48, 0.20, 0.93, and 0.89 for RFLAT, NREL, CHAT, WCT, and FTCW, 1113 
respectively. The null hypothesis that the slope is zero is rejected for each site except CHAT. See 1114 
the main paper for data sources. 1115 

 1116 

Figure S2. Linear regressions of annual fourth maximum 8-hour O3 in ppb (ranked after 1117 
removal of events flagged for smoke or stratospheric intrusions) versus year at RFLAT, NREL, 1118 
CHAT, WCT, and FTCW for 2011-2019 as described in the body of the main paper.  1119 

Text S3. 1120 

Methane fluxes (106 g/hour) in the DM/NFR region from aircraft studies, a driving survey, 1121 
and TROPOMI methane inversions, and AIRS DDJB methane enhancement in ppb (Reddy and 1122 
Taylor, 2022 and 2022b). These include flux estimates based on two NOAA flights in late May 1123 
2012 (Petron et al., 2014), two NOAA flights in March 2015 (Peischl et al., 2018), two University 1124 
of Colorado (CU) and University of Maryland (UMD) flights in early October 2021 (Fried et al., 1125 
2022), a driving survey in the summer of 2021 (Riddick et al., 2022), and a University of Arizona 1126 
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satellite methane inversion analysis for June-July and September-October 2021 (Cusworth et al., 1127 
2022). The inversions used column-average methane concentrations retrieved from the 1128 
TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI). The 15.7 10^6 g/hour flux plotted for the 1129 
driving survey (Riddick et al., 2022) represents the sum of their totals for O&G and agricultural 1130 
sources (6.4 10^6 g/hour and 7.9 10^6 g/hour, respectively) divided by the sum of the 1131 
proportions of the total flux for each (0.37 + 0.54). 1132 

 1133 
 1134 

Figure S3. Methane fluxes (106 g/hr) in the DM/NFR region from aircraft studies, a driving 1135 
survey, and TROPOMI methane inversions, and AIRS DDJB methane enhancement in ppb. 1136 
TROPOMI inversions are in red, aircraft studies in blue, methane enhancement in yellow, and the 1137 
driving survey flux is plotted with a green circle. Two sigma intervals (95% confidence intervals) 1138 
are plotted with green bars for studies that report uncertainties. 1139 

Text S4. 1140 

O&G tracer concentrations in ppb modeled with the NCAR ACOM WRF-ARW during the 1141 
FRAPPÉ Field experiment for 6:00 GMT 28 July 2014 at latitudes from 38.5°N to 40.5°N, showing 1142 
emissions from the Uintah and Piceance Basins, on the left sides of the lower left and upper 1143 
right panels, respectively, and the DM/NFR (black dot). Significant concentrations above the 1144 
planetary boundary layer height (purple line) are present at high altitudes in the residual layer 1145 
from the previous day’s vertical mixing. Source: 1146 
http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/FRAPPE/model/arw_mmm_3km/trOG_WEcrosssection/20140728/0001147 
0?image_forecast_hour=008. 1148 

http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/FRAPPE/model/arw_mmm_3km/trOG_WEcrosssection/20140728/0000?image_forecast_hour=008
http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/FRAPPE/model/arw_mmm_3km/trOG_WEcrosssection/20140728/0000?image_forecast_hour=008
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 1149 
Figure S4. O&G tracer concentrations in ppb modeled with the NCAR ACOM WRF-ARW during 1150 
the FRAPPÉ Field experiment for 6:00 GMT 28 July 2014 at latitudes from 38.5°N to 40.5°N, 1151 
showing emissions from the Uintah and Piceance Basins, on the left sides of the lower left and 1152 
upper right panels, respectively, and the DM/NFR (black dot). The planetary boundary layer 1153 
height is shown with a purple line. 1154 

Text S5. 1155 

O&G tracer concentrations in ppb modeled with the NCAR ACOM WRF-ARW during the 1156 
FRAPPÉ field experiment for 20:00 GMT 12 July 2014 at latitudes from 38.5°N to 40.5°N, showing 1157 
emissions from the Uintah and Piceance Basins, on the left sides of the lower left and upper 1158 
right panels, respectively, and the DM/NFR (black dot). Significant concentrations are present at 1159 
4,000 m MSL (~2,500 m AGL) over the DM/NFR where the planetary boundary layer height is at 1160 
5,000 to 6,000 MSL (purple line). Source: 1161 
http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/FRAPPE/model/arw_mmm_3km/trOG_WEcrosssection/20140712/1201162 
0?image_forecast_hour=006. 1163 
 1164 

http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/FRAPPE/model/arw_mmm_3km/trOG_WEcrosssection/20140712/1200?image_forecast_hour=006
http://catalog.eol.ucar.edu/FRAPPE/model/arw_mmm_3km/trOG_WEcrosssection/20140712/1200?image_forecast_hour=006
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 1165 
Figure S5. O&G tracer concentrations in ppb modeled with the NCAR ACOM WRF-ARW during 1166 
the FRAPPÉ field experiment for 20:00 GMT 12 July 2014 at latitudes from 38.5°N to 40.5°N, 1167 
showing emissions from the Uintah and Piceance Basins, on the left sides of the lower left and 1168 
upper right panels, respectively, and the DM/NFR (black dot). The planetary boundary layer 1169 
height is shown with a purple line. 1170 
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